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TIERPOINT CLEANIPTM MANAGED  
MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION 

The rise of mobile workers and the dawn of edge to edge cloud require organizations to provide users 
secure and reliable access to applications from any device on any network. Since passwords are often the 
weak link in user security, two-factor authentication is needed to protect users and enable a secure and 
quick login that reduces exposure to hacking threats. Security should be simple to deploy and seamless to 
use. TierPoint CleanIPTM Managed Multi-Factor Authentication (CleanIP MMFA) is a single managed solution 
designed to ensure only trusted users and trusted devices can access every application.

CleanIP MMFA Standard
TierPoint’s CleanIP Managed Multi-Factor Authentication establishes trust in users’ identities and protects 
every user with a reliable, easy-to-use experience. Traditional MFA can take months to deploy, and with 
ongoing management, total cost of ownership increase. CleanIP MMFA powered by DUO, delivers speed to 
security and lower costs with a faster, cloud-based deployment, as well as simplified authentication for users 
and admins and quick, push notification-based approvals with support for smartphones, smartwatches and 
U2F tokens. CleanIP MMFA is easy to deploy, scales up to meet the needs of even the most diverse user 
base, and delivers insights summarizing the security posture of your devices. And secure single sign-on 
gives your users an easy way to access their applications from a single portal while giving you control with 
granular risk-based access policies for each application.

CleanIP MMFA Advanced
TierPoint‘s CleanIP MMFA Advanced takes everything in the CleanIP MMFA Standard solution and 
supercharges it. It delivers detailed visibility into the security hygiene of every device, gives your users 
a seamless and secure single sign-on experience and lets you quickly conduct phishing vulnerability 
assessments and simulations to determine where phishing risks exist in your organization. CleanIP MMFA 
Advanced packs intelligence to check devices for secure, up-to-date software; enabled security settings on 
mobile devices; and location and network data – actionable data that’s available through the Device Insight 
dashboard. You can set policies for groups to allow or restrict access and secure BYOD environments by 
encouraging users to update their software. It’s complete visibility without the need for agents.

Deliver simple, secure access to all applications - for any user, 
from any device, from anywhere.

https://www.tierpoint.com/


CleanIP MMFA can:
Minimize Security and Compliance Risks – Improve security while supporting most regulatory and compliance 
frameworks in your environment. 

Improve Productivity and Experience – Scale security that is simple to use easy to deploy and easy to manage. 

Reduce Total Cost of Ownership – Manage overhead at a lower cost of ownership to efficiently and affordably deploy 
security best practices.

Enable Organizations Agility – Modern security that requires minimal infrastructure to deploy, providing ease of use.
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About TierPoint 
A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps organizations 
drive performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider comes close to matching 
TierPoint’s unique combination of thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable 
data centers and 8 multitenant cloud pods coast to coast; and a comprehensive 
portfolio of cloud solutions, colocation, disaster recovery, security and other 
managed IT services. With white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals 
customize and manage agile solutions that address each client’s unique needs.

Learn More
Let us help you improve your 
security posture with CleanIP 
MMFA. Call 844.267.3687, e-mail 
sales@tierpoint.com or visit 
tierpoint.com to find out more.

CleanIP Managed Multi-Factor Authentication CleanIP MMFA 
STANDARD

CleanIP MMFA 
ADVANCED

Trusted Users

Protect Logins with two-factor authentication • •
Easily enroll and manage users • •
Automate Management of your Duo Solution (i.e. admins APIs) • •
Enforce role-based access policies •
Identify user Vulnerable to phishing •

Trusted Devices

Overview of device security hygiene • •
Identify and monitor risky devices •
Control application access based on device hygiene •
Encourage users to update their own devices •
Identify corporate vs. personal devices •
Control application access based on device certifications •

Every Application 

Protect on-premises apps • •
Protect federated cloud apps • •
Secure single sign-on (SSO) • •
Telephony credits  
all accounts start with 100 credits 100 credits/user/year
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